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A B S T R A C T

We present a detailed extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) characterization of the formation
process of palladium nanoparticles (NPs) inside UiO-67 metal-organic framework (MOF). Starting from the
initial UiO-67 structure with 10% of PdCl2bpydc moieties with grafted Pd ions replacing standard 4,4′-biphe-
nyldicarboxylate linkers, we followed in situ H2-temperature programmed reduction (TPR) of the material. The
cleavage of Pd–N and Pd–Cl bonds and simultaneous growth of the Pd–Pd contribution of metal NPs start at
200 °C. Below 300 °C metal NPs are small and are constrained inside the cavities of UiO-67, while at higher
temperatures, the Pd–Pd coordination number (CN) increases to its bulk values, implying the aggregation of NPs
into big palladium particles with probable destruction of MOF crystal structure. The formation of bigger particles
is also confirmed by non-linear dependence of Debye-Waller parameter (DW) for Pd‒Pd contribution upon
temperature.

1. Introduction

Synthesis of new metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and studies of
their structure and properties have been intensively performed during last
two decades. MOFs are constructed from inorganic cornerstones connected
by organic linkers (Butova et al., 2016). These structures demonstrate
exceptional porosity with high specific surface area and pore volume.
MOFs find versatile applications as drug‐delivery agents and sensors, in
gas storage and separation systems, and in catalysis. However, catalytic
activity of MOFs is limited by the fact that metal atoms inside inorganic
cornerstones usually do not have coordination vacancies. Additional useful
properties can be obtained by the functionalization of MOFs by metals
(Wang and Cohen, 2009), which allows combining unique porosity of
MOFs with high catalytic activity of metals. Functionalization of linkers by
metal ions have been successfully adopted for UiO-67 MOF, a structure
with high chemical, thermal and mechanical stabilities that encourage its
applications in catalysis (Cavka et al., 2008; Chavan et al., 2012). Al-
though MOFs are crystalline materials extensively studied by X-ray dif-
fraction techniques, X-ray absorption spectroscopies (XAS) play a primary
role in determining the local structure around active metal sites in such
structures (Bordiga et al., 2010; Soldatov et al., 2018). In particular, in our
previous studies (Borfecchia et al., 2017; Braglia et al., 2017a, 2017b,
2017c; Øien et al., 2015), Pt and Cu-functionalized UiO-67 MOFs have
been characterized by in situ XAS to show their local coordination, geo-
metry, redox properties and structure-reactivity relationships.

In this work, we focus on the detailed characterization of the evo-
lution of local structure around Pd-atoms in Pd-functionalized UiO-67
MOF by in situ Pd K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) spectroscopy. Simultaneous analysis of the whole temperature
evolution of EXAFS spectra and application of constrains to the tem-
perature-dependence of structural parameters allowed us to track the
transition of Pd ions from the linkers into small Pd nanoparticles (NPs)
stabilized inside the cavities of UiO-67 and their further agglomeration
to bigger Pd particles with possible destruction of MOF crystal structure
during H2 temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR). The obtained
coordination numbers (CNs), Debye-Waller factors (DW) and intera-
tomic distances for Pd–N, Pd–Cl, and Pd–Pd contributions during H2-
TPR are reported.

2. Experimental and methods

UiO-67 MOFs were functionalized by palladium via pre-made linker
synthesis (PMLS) approach as described elsewhere (Bugaev et al.,
2018). The samples were pressed into a pellet to optimize the absorp-
tion step at Pd K-edge. In situ EXAFS measurements in transmission
mode during H2-TPR were performed at BM23 beamline of ESRF. The
spectra were collected till k=14 Å−1. The pellet was loaded inside the
microtomo cell (Bellet et al., 2003) allowing us to control the sample
temperature and atmosphere. The sample was heated in a flow of 5% H2
in helium from room temperature (RT) to 450 °C by 3 °C/min. In total
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10 subsequent spectra were collected during the temperature ramp.
Demeter software package (Ravel and Newville, 2005) was used to

process and analyze EXAFS spectra. Fourier analysis was performed
simultaneously for the whole series of spectra. This allowed us to re-
duce the number of independent variables by using common variables
and applying several constrains described in the Results and discussions
section. The 3.0–13.0 Å−1 Δk interval was used for all spectra. For ΔR,
1.0–2.4 Å interval was used for the spectra up to 200 °C, and 1.0–3.0 Å
for higher temperatures. The So

2 value was fixed at 0.80 as determined
for Pd foil.

3. Results and discussion

Fourier-transformants (FTs) of EXAFS spectra shown in Fig. 1a in-
dicate the following main trends observed during H2-TPR. The initial
spectrum (black curve) is characterized by a double peak in the
1.2–2.3 Å interval (phase-uncorrected), originated from the square
planar local coordination of Pd atoms with two neighboring nitrogen
and two chlorine atoms. Above 200 °C (orange curve), the PdeCl and
PdeN contributions diminish, and a new feature appears around 2.6 Å
(phase-uncorrected), assigned to PdePd contribution from Pd NPs
which are starting to be formed at this temperature. Finally, in the last
spectrum (blue curve), only Pd–Pd peak is left.
The quantitative Fourier-analysis of the spectra presented in Fig. 1a

requires a big number of parameters to be taken into consideration. In
particular, CNs, σ2 and interatomic distances for Pd–N, Pd–Cl, and
Pd–Pd contributions already require 9 parameters with additional two
different zero energy corrections (ΔE0) for Pd2+ and Pd0 states, and
relative fraction of Pd in each of these states. This means that for the
spectra where all three contributions coexist, simultaneous fitting of 12
parameters is needed, while the number of independent points (Nidp)
for the used Δk and ΔR interval is below 9.
To reduce the number of independent fitting parameters the whole

series of experimental data were analyzed simultaneously applying
several constrains described in the following. For both Pd‒N and Pd‒Cl
contributions, the ΔE0 and interatomic distances were assumed to be
the same in the whole temperature range. Although this may not be
fullfilled if, for example, one Cl-atom is detached from Pd, the made
assumption resulted in a good fitting quality. Correlated Debye model
was used to consider the temperature dependence of the DW para-
meters for Pd–N and Pd–Cl. Finally, the temperature evolutions N(T) of
Pd–N and Pd–Cl CNs were assumed to have a sigmoid shape given by
the Eq. (1):
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+

N T N
e
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1 T T

0
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where N0 is a starting value of CNs, T is the temperature of current
spectrum, and the decrease of N is spanned over the interval propor-
tional to τ, centered at T0. Thus, only 10 parameters were used to de-
scribe the evolution of Pd–N and Pd–Cl in the whole series of spectra:
ΔE0, RPdeN, RPdeCl, DebyeTN, DebyeTCl, N0, T0,N, T0,Cl, τN, and τCl. N0
was common for both Pd–N and Pd‒Cl CNs and its refined value was N0
= 1.95 ± 0.08, which is close to the expected value of 2.
For Pd‒Pd contributions, we were forced to use independent

RPd−Pd, NPd, ΔE0,Pd, and Pd
2 for each temperature for the following

reasons. First, the increase of Pd–Pd CNs did not follow a similar to Eq.
(1) evolution due to the fact that the Pd particles had two stages of
grows (vide infra). Then, the changes in the size of Pd particles and
possible absorption and desorption of hydrogen (Bugaev et al., 2013;
Skorynina et al., in press) may change the interatomic distances. The
same two factors affect the structural disorder of NPs, and therefore, Pd

2

that includes both thermal and structural disorders cannot be described
within correlated Debye model. In addition, E0 may also be affected by
changing the particle size. To account for both Pd–Pd CNs and relative
fraction, γ, of Pd atoms transferred to Pd NPs, the latter was derived by
the relative decrease of NPdeCl, assuming that Pd atoms may be either
in (II) or in (0) oxidation state:

=
+e

1 1
1 T T( )/0,Cl Cl (2)

The obtained evolutions of Pd–N, Pd–Cl and Pd–Pd CNs are shown
in Fig. 1b. Since the first two evolutions were obtained according to Eq.
(1), they are shown by continuous lines, and not by scatters. Sharp
decrease of Pd–Cl contribution takes place at 258 ± 5 °C. Although the
decrease of Pd–N CNs bonds is centered at slightly higher temperature
(280 ± 10 °C), it is spanned over a wider temperature interval. Thus,
loosing of Pd–N bonds starts earlier and their small fraction is still
present after formation of Pd NPs, which can be explained by the in-
teraction between surface atoms of Pd NPs with N- and C-atoms of MOF
(which cannot be distinguished be EXAFS). In accordance with previous
ex situ EXAFS, electron microscopy and in situ XANES analysis (Bugaev
et al.), the Pd‒Pd CN at 300 °C is less than its bulk value, which means
that Pd NPs are confined within the pores of UiO-67. However, heating
to higher temperatures initiated further growth of CN, with final value
close to 12 at 450 °C. This means that Pd NPs agglomerate forming
bigger particles and most probably destroying crystal structure of UiO-
67. To prove the formation of big particles, higher-shell analysis with

Fig. 1. (a): Experimental phase-uncorrected FT of EXAFS spectra (solid lines) collected during H2-TPR at RT (black), 239 °C (orange) and 450 °C (blue), with
corresponding best fits (dashed lines). (b) The determined dependencies o⎔f Pd–N (red line), Pd–Cl (green line) and Pd–Pd (blue squares) CNs.
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the constrains reported in Bugaev et al. (2017) was also performed (see
Supporting information).
Fig. 2 summarizes the evolution of Pd–Pd interatomic distances

(RPd-Pd), DW parameter for Pd–Pd contribution ( Pd
2 ) and average value

of the refined energy of the absorption edge (E0) (see Eq. (3)). The
changes in the RPd-Pd values imply that Pd particles are not in pure
metallic state except the final point (450 °C) whose RPd-Pd is close to
that of Pd foil. The behavior of Pd

2 correlate with the fact of the particle
growth. Indeed, if only temperature effects are considered, one should
expect a linear increase of DW parameter with temperature (Øien et al.,
2015). However, if Pd NPs grow forming bigger particles, the structural
disorder becomes lower. As the result, there is no significant increase of

Pd
2 from 300 to 450°C. Finally, the average energy was calculated as

= +E E E· (Pd ) (1 )· (Pd )0 0
0

0
II (3)

where E0(Pd0) and E0(PdII) are the refined values of zero energy, and γ
is calculated according to Eq. (2). This confirms that palladium is re-
duced from (II) oxidation state to the metallic one.

4. Conclusions

By simultaneous analysis of the series of EXAFS spectra collected
during H2-TPR we have determined the evolution of local atomic
structure around Pd atoms in Pd-functionalized UiO-67 MOF. Several
important structural results were obtained. (1) In the temperature range
from 200 to 300 °C, palladium looses Cl2 ligands and forms Pd NPs
confined inside the pores of UiO-67. (2) Decreasing of the relative
number of PdeN bonds starts at lower temperatures but is spanned over
a wider temperature interval in comparison with the decrease of PdeCl
bonds, explained by the fact that in small Pd NPs interaction of surface
Pd atoms with the linkers is not negligible. (3) Heating above 300 °C in
hydrogen leads to formation of bigger Pd particles with CN close to that
in bulk palladium, which are no longer confined inside UiO-67 pores.
(4) The small Pd NPs confined inside UiO-67 pores have much higher
structural disorder than bigger Pd particles. The increase of thermal
disorder from 300 to 450 °C is compensated by the decrease of struc-
tural disorder.
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